Coactivation of AKT and β-Catenin in Mice Rapidly Induces Formation of Lipogenic Liver Tumors
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Abstract

Obesity is a risk factor for development of certain cancers but the basis for this risk is unclear. In this study, we developed a novel mouse model that demonstrates directly how lipogenic phenotypes commonly associated with diet-induced metabolic syndromes can influence hepatic cancer development. Activated AKT and β-catenin (AKT/CAT) genes were hydrodynamically codelivered using the Sleeping Beauty transposon to initiate liver tumorigenesis. AKT/CAT and MET/CAT combination induced microscopic tumor foci by 4 weeks, whereas no tumorigenesis resulted from delivery of AKT, MET, or CAT alone. Primary AKT/CAT tumor cells were steatotic (fatty) hepatocellular adenomas which progressed to hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC) upon in vivo passage, whereas primary MET/CAT tumors emerged directly as frank HCC. Conversion of AKT/CAT tumor cells to frank HCC during passage was associated with induction of the human HCC marker α-fetoprotein and the stem cell marker CD133. Using hierarchical clustering and gene set enrichment analysis, we compared the primary murine AKT/CAT and MET/CAT tumors to a panel of 53 human HCCs and determined that these two mouse models could be stratified as distinct subtypes associated in humans with poor clinical prognosis. The chief molecular networks identified in primary and passaged AKT/CAT tumors were steatosis and lipid metabolic pathways, respectively. Our findings show how coactivation of the AKT and CAT pathways in hepatocytes can efficiently model development of a lipogenic tumor phenotype. Furthermore, we believe that our approach could speed the dissection of microenvironmental factors responsible for driving steatotic-neoplastic transformation to frank carcinoma, through genetic modification of existing immunodefined transgenic models.
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Introduction

Knowledge of the genetic lesions associated with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development has exploded in recent years with the advent of genome scale analysis and functional genomics (1). MET, β-catenin (CAT), and AKT are among the oncoproteins and signaling pathways frequently dysregulated in HCC. In human cancers including HCC, oncogenic MET is a regulator of metastasis, angiogenesis, and vascular invasion. The MET gene signature in HCC is correlated with very poor prognosis (2). Mutations in CAT occur in up to 50% of all HCCs. Many HCCs also demonstrate the activation of AKT and it has been reported that both hepatitis B and C can activate PI3K/AKT signaling (3). It is well established that AKT plays a key role in tumorigenesis by stimulating cell proliferation and inhibiting apoptosis. Phospho-AKT is also correlated with early disease reoccurrence and poor prognosis (4). It has been shown in several mouse models that driving hepatic AKT through either constitutively activated AKT or PTEN knockout or E2F1 overexpression, results in lipogenic hepatocytes and steatohepatitis (5–7).

Molecular and epidemiologic studies show chronic infection with hepatitis virus B and C or exposure to environmental toxins is strongly associated with approximately 70% of HCC development. The remaining 30% of HCC is correlated with metabolic stress resulting from dietary factors and obesity (8). A common link between these diversely initiated etiologic pathways is the dependence upon inflammation. The initial hepatic transcriptional response to metabolic stress is induction of inflammation-associated genes which are eventually replaced with lipogenic genes resulting in hepatosteatosis with a clear cell appearance (9). Chronic dietary exposure results in a sustained inflammatory response that is further exacerbated by the fatty liver microenvironment resulting in steatohepatitis. Furthermore, a transcriptional regulatory link between lipogenesis, inflammation, and transformation has
been recently established demonstrating that genes involved in these 3 networks are functionally interdependent in mediating oncogenesis (10).

A better understanding of the pathologic ability of preneoplastic precursor cells to perceive inflammatory mediators as tumorigenic growth signals may allow us to discover new opportunities for inhibiting or treating inflammation-driven hepatic cancers. As an initial step in determining what collaborative microenvironmental/extracellular signals predispose hepatocytes to tumorigenesis, we have developed and characterized an AKT/CAT-driven hepatic tumor model that accurately portrays the lipogenic phenotype seen in some human liver cancers. This model can rapidly be applied to any strain, displays progression, and is serially transplantable into syngeneic immunocompetent or transgenically immunodefined hosts (11).

Materials and Methods

**Vector construction**

pT3-EF5-Box, pT3-EF5-hMET, and HS2B were provided by Dr. Xin Chen (UCSF, San Francisco, CA). A Δ90Nβ-catenin (first 90 amino acids deleted) was PCR amplified from RCAS-βCATS37AHA (Addgene; ref. 12) using the following primers: 5′-CACCACAATGGCTCAGAGCTGAGCAGCT-3′ and 5′-TTACAGGGTGAACCAGTATCCAAC-3′. The Myr-AKT insert was PCR amplified from RCAS-myrAKT (Addgene; ref. 13) using the following primers: 5′-CACCCTTATGGGGAGCAGCAAG-3′ and 5′-TCAGGGCTGTGCCACTGGCTGA-3′. These PCR products were cloned into pENTR (Invitrogen) and subsequently transferred to pT3-ES5-Box using the manufacturers protocol to produce pT3CAT and pT3AKT (Supplementary Fig. S1).

**Hydrodynamic injection and monitoring**

Hydrodynamic delivery and monitoring were done using strains FVB/n and C57/BL6 as previously described (11, 14). All mice were handled, fed, and housed in accordance with an approved NCI-Frederick Institutional Animal Care and Use protocol.

**Orthotopic tumor passage**

Tumor cell suspensions were made by physical dissociation of liver tumor in HBSS followed by filtration though 100-μm sieves. Cells (3 × 10^6 cells/0.5 mL) were administered as described previously (11, 14). All mice were handled, fed, and housed in accordance with an approved NCI-Frederick Institutional Animal Care and Use protocol.

**Tissue collection and histology**

Tumor-bearing livers were removed and each subdivided identically (by lobe) for subsequent analysis. Distinction between carcinoma and adenoma is based on trabeculation, differentiation, cell plate, and invasion (16).

**Quantitative PCR**

RNA was prepared from flash frozen tissue using the RNA miniprep kit (Qiagen) and AllPrep DNA/RNA miniprep kit (Qiagen). Analysis was performed according to ABI’s manufacturer’s protocol using the following primer sets (ABI identifier): keratin 19 (Mm00492980_m1), keratin 7 (Mm00466676_m1), tumor-associated calcium signal transducer 1 (Mm00493214_m1), α fetoprotein (AFP; Mm00431715_m1), delta-like 1 homolog (Drosophila; Mm00494477_m1), prominin 1 (Mm00477115_m1), dickkopf homolog 1 (Xenopus laevis; Mm00438422_m1), BMP (bone morphogenetic protein), and activin membrane–bound inhibitor homolog (X. laevis; Mm03024088_g1), and apolipoprotein C-I (Mm01319370_g1). mRNA expression levels were normalized to endogenous β-actin and expressed relative to normal livers. Data were log transformed and analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test to determine statistical significance as indicated.

**Transposon replication assay**

A total of 100 ng DNA was subjected to DpnI (10 units) digestion overnight at 37 C. Quantitative PCR (QPCR) was performed using the Taqmam kit (ABI) with the following primers designed to a pT3 promoter region that harbors 2 DpnI sites: T3Pr3In-5′-TGGAAATTGCGCTTTTGAG-3′ T3Pr3Ot-5′-TCTGCAAGATTCACCACAC-3′

**Immunohistochemistry**

Formalin-fixed slides were subjected to hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), Masson trichrome, periodic acid Schiff (PAS), Oil red O staining. Formalin-fixed tissues were also cryopreserved and used for immunohistochemical (IHC) staining. The indirect immunoperoxidase procedure using ABC reagent kit [3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB) as chromogen], Vector Laboratories was used and the slides were stained with antibodies including the following: rabbit anti-human AFP (DakoCyto- staining), rabbit anti-human AFP (DakoCyto- staining), rabbit anti-human AFP (DakoCyto- staining), rabbit anti-human AFP (DakoCyto- staining).

**Microarray**

A total of 200 ng RNA was amplified and incubated for 16 hours at 37°C (Ambion). The efficiency of the in vitro transcription was quantified using a NanoDrop ND1000 (Thermo Scientific). Array hybridization, washing, Cy3-streptavidin labeling (Amersham Biosciences), and scanning was performed on an iSCAN using reagents and protocols supplied by the manufacturer (Illumina, Inc.). A total of 750 ng biotinylated cRNA was hybridized to mouseRef-8v3 beadchips for 18 hours at 58°C. Image analysis and data extraction were automated using iSCAN Control Software (Illumina, Inc.).

**Statistical analysis**

Data collection was performed using GenomeStudio (Illumina, Inc.). The detection score for genes was computed from the log2 ratio to that of negative controls. The technical error was estimated by iterative robust least squares fit and the data set normalized using quantile algorithm and background subtraction. FDR (false discovery rate)-adjusted P values were calculated using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure. Normal liver samples injected with empty T3 transposon were used as reference. All data were log2-transformed and...
significant differentially expressed genes between the surrounding liver and tumor were identified by Bootstrap-t (P ≤ 0.001; 5,000 repetitions). Integration of human HCC and mouse data sets was performed by z-transformation. The probability of overall survival was estimated according to Kaplan–Meier and Mantel–Cox statistics (GraphPad Prism5.01). Hierarchical cluster analysis based on Euclidian distance was performed with Cluster 3 and results were visualized with TreeView v1.6. Analysis of network connectivity was completed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA7.1). The significance of each network and the connectivity was estimated in IPA. Nonparametric gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed with the GSEA tool developed by the Broad Institute.

Results

AKT cooperates with β-catenin to induce hepatocellular adenoma

The Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposon hydrodynamic injection system was selected to deliver transforming oncogenes to hepatocytes in vivo (Supplementary Fig. S1). We hypothesized that the codelivery of activated AKT and CAT in the liver would drive both steatogenesis and tumorigenesis. We compared the combination of activated AKT and CAT to MET and CAT which had been previously shown to induce HCCs by this method (11). Survival studies using FVB/n mice with either AKT or MET combined with CAT resulted in a median perimoribund liver tumor burden of 132 and 91 days, respectively (Fig. 1). No pathology was observed in single oncogene groups, demonstrating that oncogene cooperation is required for tumorigenesis using these specific oncogenes. The gross characteristics of the resulting tumors were dependent upon the genes delivered (Fig. 2A–C). The tumors were multifocal with greater than 100 nodules per liver. MET/CAT tumor was composed of tissue resembling normal liver and showing areas of intratumoral hemorrhage and bile-filled vesicles (Fig. 2A). The AKT/CAT tumors were pale, likely due to lipid accumulation, with intratumoral hemorrhage (Fig. 2B). Tumors were induced in both C57BL/6 and FVB/n mice with similar kinetics and penetrance. Histopathology identified foci of hyperplasia/neohepatocyte atypia along with HCC composed of cells with comparatively smaller cytoplasmic to nuclear volumes relative to adjacent hepatocytes in MET/CAT liver samples (Fig. 2D; MET/CAT P-0). Histopathology of AKT/CAT liver tumor samples revealed the presence of foci composed of vacuolated cells with large cytoplasm to nuclear volumes consistent with hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) and hepatosteatosis (Fig. 2D; AKT/CAT P-0). Histological staining with oil red O and PAS confirmed these vacuoles consisted of lipid and not glycogen (Supplementary Fig. S2A and B). IHC staining for AFP, a common HCC marker, showed areas of reactive cells only in MET/CAT but not in vector control (pT3) or AKT/CAT-transfected liver (Fig. 2E and data not shown).

IHC stains characteristic of specific HCA subtypes and HCC-associated pathogenesis were also carried out on AKT/CAT and MET/CAT models (Fig. 3; ref. 17). Liver FABP loss, associated with the human HNF1 (hepatocyte nuclear factor 1-α)-deficient HCA subtype, did not occur in either AKT/CAT or MET/CAT models. Staining for β-catenin demonstrated tumor cell cytoplasmic and nuclear staining in both models. This is consistent with stabilized β-catenin transposition-dependent tumorigenesis and is a common feature of both HCC and the β-catenin subtype of HCA (17). An inflammation-associated increase in leukocyte infiltration was not evident by comparison of CD45-stained tumor and empty vector. However, staining for proliferation antigen Ki67 demonstrates the presence of morphologically smaller and elongated nuclei scattered throughout the tumor-bearing livers consistent with leukocyte proliferation and an inflammatory response in both tumor models. Tumor cell proliferation was more apparent in MET/CAT compared with AKT/CAT. Staining for apoptosis showed no evidence for model-associated cell death. Finally, Masson trichrome staining did not support the coinduction of fibrosis in these tumor models; however, isolated incidences of intratumoral connective tissue were evident in some higher passage AKT/CAT tumors (Supplementary Fig. S3 and data not shown).

Serial passage of AKT/CAT tumors correlates with increased malignancy

The ability to serially transplant tumors was tested by intrasplenic injection of 3 × 10^6 dispersed tumor cells. This approach assures hepatic dispersion of single cell suspension throughout the liver combined with pooling many primary tumors to further minimize the likelihood of clonal dominance or competition. Surprisingly, the MET/CAT tumors had a very long latency (Table 1), averaging 146 days compared with 91 days for the initial DNA driven tumor. Histology (Fig. 2D; MET/CAT P-1) shows little or no change in pathology. The second passage was carried out for more than 200 days.

Figure 1. Survival after hydrodynamic delivery of oncogene expressing SB transposons. FVB/n mice (6–8 weeks) were administered 25 µg of the indicated oncogene by hydrodynamic tail vein injection. Mice were scored when perimoribund with tumor burden. MET/CAT: n = 17, AKT/CAT: n = 15, MET: n = 5, CAT: n = 5, and AKT: n = 5.
with no evidence of tumor. AKT/CAT tumor cells gave rise to perimoribund liver tumor masses (Fig. 2C) with latencies of 64 through 69 days for at least 4 serial passages (Table 1). Histochemical analysis showed that the degree of steatosis declined with passage resulting in denser cytoplasmics, possible glycogen granules and accompanying trabeculation (Fig. 2D; AKT/CAT P-1, P-4). The incidence of invasiveness increased with passage reflected by the increase in proportion of carcinoma foci per passage (Table 1). This increase in carcinoma is consistent with a progressive transition from adenoma to carcinoma and supported by histology showing the dense cytoplasm phenotype within or attached to foci of clear cell appearance (Fig. 2D; AKT/CAT P-1, P-4). No evidence of extrahepatic metastatic or primary growth was detected using these hydrodynamically delivered oncogene combinations or by intrasplenic passage.

Expression patterns of hepatocyte and hepatic progenitor markers

To ascertain the relationship of these 2 tumor models to human HCC subtypes, a panel of human HCC prognostic signatures for hepatocyte and hepatic progenitor markers was employed (18). The MET/CAT model showed significant increases in hepatoblast markers AFP, DLK1, and CD133 relative to vector pT3 control-transfected liver (Fig. 4; P < 0.05). Primary AKT/CAT displayed no induction of AFP or CD133 and sporadic induction of DLK1. Upon passage, AKT/CAT tumors induced expression of AFP and CD133 to levels equal to the MET/CAT model with DLK1 remaining unchanged. Serial passages of AKT/CAT are stable with respect to AFP, CD133, KRT7, DKK1, BAMBI, and APOC1, whereas DKK1, Epcam, and KRT19 are highly variable consistent with clonal selection. Applying the human HCC
prognostic outcomes predicted by this panel as described previously (18), the resulting expression patterns stratify MET/CAT as a hepatocyte progenitor–like HCC (AFP +, Epcam−) with poor prognosis and primary AKT/CAT as mature hepatocyte-like HCC (AFP +, Epcam−) with fair prognosis. Upon serial passage of the AKT/CAT model, upregulation of AFP places it into the same hepatocyte progenitor–like/poor prognosis group as MET/CAT.

Development of an assay to selectively detect replication of integrated oncogene transposons as a sensitive surrogate marker of early tumorigenesis

To detect the earliest signs of tumor induction in this model, a trait or marker linked to the process of tumorigenesis was sought since histologic analysis indicated that liver tumors were difficult to observe prior to 4 weeks (Fig. 2F). We surmised that AFP is a likely candidate since it is a common marker of human HCC and it is upregulated several thousand-fold in end-stage MET/CAT tumors (Fig. 4). In addition, it has been shown by immunohistochemistry that AFP is not detectable in CAT- or MET-alone transfected livers but is robustly induced when these oncogenes are codelivered (11). By 3 days postinjection, AFP mRNA levels were not significantly different between MET/CAT and pT3 control vectors (Fig. 5A). An upward trend of 3-fold AFP message in oncogene DNA injected liver was evident at 1 week. At 2 weeks, AFP increased to a significant difference of 5-fold that was maintained through 4 weeks. Between 4 and 7 weeks, an average of 27-fold induction of AFP occurred.

Since different markers are unique to different collaborating oncogene pairs (no AFP in AKT/CAT; Fig. 4), a universal approach was developed that selectively quantitated, integrated, replicated transposon delivery vectors using DpnI and QPCR. This assay measured the replication of transfected MET/CAT transposons in the same tumor samples used for AFP mRNA QPCR (Fig. 5B). The increase in transposon DNA occurred with similar kinetics to the increase in AFP message in the MET/CAT model. The replication assay shows a 2-fold greater sensitivity over AFP QPCR with respect to the empty vector control from
3 days to 4 weeks although the first statistically significant difference matches with AFP QPCR at 14 days. Between 4 and 7 weeks, this difference increases from 10-fold to over 200-fold (relative to pT3 vector control) consistent with an increase in tumor growth but without a proportional increase in AFP message. Similar trends were observed with AKT/CAT (data not shown). Therefore, the replication assay is more sensitive than AFP QPCR and can be applied to any pT3 transposon–based model.

Comparative transcriptome analysis shows the AKT/CAT and MET/CAT relationship to human HCC

RNA was purified from a pool of 10 to 15 tumor nodules from each liver and subjected to expression analysis. This

Table 1. Median time to perimoribund (days) and malignant composition as percentage carcinoma content from histologic classification (carcinoma/adenoma) upon serial passage of tumors generated by hydrodynamic transfection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P-0</th>
<th>P-1</th>
<th>P-2</th>
<th>P-3</th>
<th>P-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKT/CAT</td>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>132, n = 15</td>
<td>68, n = 13</td>
<td>67, n = 51</td>
<td>64, n = 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>range</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignancy</td>
<td>12.5%, n = 4</td>
<td>22.4%, n = 12</td>
<td>57.6%, n = 38</td>
<td>84.6%, n = 25</td>
<td>90.0%, n = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET/CAT</td>
<td>Survival</td>
<td>91, n = 17</td>
<td>146, n = 6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>range</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignancy</td>
<td>25.4%, n = 5</td>
<td>58.3%, n = 6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. QPCR of HCC subtype associated and Epcam coregulated gene markers. The gene expression patterns generated by the following hepatic progenitor and differentiation markers can differentiate 4 subtypes of HCC (18). AFP, DLK1, and CD133 are stem/hepatoblast markers; Epcam, KRT7, and KRT19 are stem/epithelial markers; DKK1 and BAMBI are Wnt signaling markers; and APOC1 is a mature hepatocyte marker. Liver transfected with pT3 (empty vector: column V, open circle), MET/CAT P-0 tumors (column underscored: P-0, filled square) and AKT/CAT P-0 and serially passaged tumors (columns underscored: P-0 through P-3, filled triangle). Each symbol represents the QPCR signal normalized to β-actin and relative to the mean pT3 signal (set to 1) for the respective marker to generate fold induction. The bar designates the geometric mean value of each group.
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Figure 5. Detection of early tumorigenesis. A, QPCR for AFP message. This graph shows a 7-week time course of AFP mRNA expression in MET/CAT (10 μg, filled square) and vector control (pT3; 10 μg, open circle) transfected livers. *, statistically significant (P < 0.05) data points. days 3 and 7, n = 5; days 14, 28, and 49, n = 10. Symbols represent mean (SEM). B, transposon replication assay. Graph shows time course analysis of integrated transposon DNA replication (DpnI digested, QPCR) for MET/CAT (10 μg, filled square) and vector control (pT3; 10 μg, open circle) transfected livers. *, statistically significant (P < 0.05) data points. days 3 and 7, n = 5; days 14, 28, and 49, n = 10.

included end point tumor harvested from initial MET/CAT (n = 11) and AKT/CAT (n = 9), and from serially passaged (P-3 and P-4; n = 11) AKT/CAT. Age-matched normal liver transfected with empty pT3 transposon vector (n = 8) was used as the control. Unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis was carried out on a set of 1,953 genes that showed a differential expression (tumor to normal) of at least 2 in 50% of the samples and separated the tumors into 3 clusters according to the transfected DNA and passage (Fig. 6A). This confirmed that the modeling technique and the sampling method effectively squelched clonal variation and the resulting gene expression patterns were reproducible and specific to the transfected genes and not due to technical variability. Interestingly, AKT/CAT P-0 and MET/CAT P-0 are more similar than AKT/CAT P-0 is to passaged AKT/CAT (Fig. 6A). This may reflect the early stage of transformation in P-0 tumors likely dominated by a parental hepatic gene signature.

The association of the 2 tumor models and human HCC was further examined by cross-species comparison. The human HCC data set was generated from a cohort of 53 HCCs obtained from Caucasian and Chinese patients and hybridized to Illumina bead chips (19). Hierarchical cluster analysis (Supplementary Fig. S4) was performed on an integrated set of 53 human HCC and 11 MET/AKT P-0 (Fig. 6B) or 9 P-0 AKT/CAT (Fig. 6C)-derived murine tumors. A list of 2,403 or 833 orthologous genes between the 2 species (MET/CAT or AKT/CAT, respectively) represented on both platforms was identified. Integration and cluster analysis delineated clinically relevant subgroups of human HCC. Both the AKT/CAT- and MET/CAT-responsive gene signatures clustered predominantly with poor prognosis human HCCs according to the previous described A (poor prognosis) and B (good prognosis) subclassification (Fig. 6B and C; ref. 20). Cumulative survival analysis of the human HCC cases classified by MET/CAT and AKT/CAT gene signature clustering (Supplementary Fig. S5) verified this correlation (P < 0.04). GSEA of both the AKT/CAT and MET/CAT gene signatures demonstrated a significant positive correlation between upregulated genes and the gene expression signature of subclass A human HCC (Fig. 6D and E). Furthermore, GSEA of serial-passaged AKT/CAT tumors significantly increased the enrichment compared with AKT/CAT P-0 tumors, establishing a functional genomics correlation with serial passage and accompanying histologic changes (Figs. 6F and 2D).

Since the histology of AKT/CAT P-0 was characteristically clear cell indicating a high degree of cytoplasmic lipid, we hypothesized that this model may be reflecting the human phenotype driven largely by obesity through molecular mechanisms that depend on inflammatory mediators. IPA was used to identify statistically significant patterns of gene expression associated with known biological phenomena. Network comparison of AKT/CAT P-0 to MET/CAT P-0 gene expression revealed that liver steatosis is selectively associated with AKT/CAT P-0 (P < 0.004) and not MET/CAT P-0 (P < 0.09; Supplementary Fig. S6A). Steatohepatitis-associated genes were also selectively expressed in AKT/CAT P-0 but below the threshold of P < 0.05. Comparison of AKT/CAT primary to passaged tumor showed the most significant shared pathway in common was lipid metabolism (P < 6.14 × 10−6 and P < 3.02 × 10−11, respectively; Supplementary Fig. S6B). Ranking networks characterized as "molecular and cellular functions" ranked lipid metabolism as first and third of the 5 most significant pathways (Supplementary Table S1) in AKT/CAT P-3 and P-4 and AKT/CAT P-0, respectively. This corresponds to an increase of 94 to 218 proteins to this network, constituting in part by an induction of lipid catabolic genes (Supplementary Tables S2A and S2B) coinciding with the decrease in histologic steatosis (Fig. 2D) and increased malignancy. These transcriptome analyses are consistent with AKT/CAT gene expression resulting in hepatocytes acquiring a steatotic feature due to aberrant lipid metabolism that increases with malignancy (passaged AKT/CAT) accompanied by inflammation (steatohepatitis).
Discussion

The combination of activated AKT and CAT rapidly produced steatotic liver tumors that favored adenoma pathology compared with carcinoma from MET and CAT (11). The AKT/CAT tumors were readily transplantable and became progressively malignant with increased passage in contrast to MET/CAT. This process was accompanied by an increase in cytoplasmic granularity and reduced lipid content. Microarray analysis confirmed that primary AKT/CAT tumors are steatogenic/lipogenic and that passage further expands the lipid metabolic network to include genes involved in lipid degradation and oxidation that could account for the concurrent reduction in lipid content.
The association of unique HCC tumor phenotypes with specific CAT activating mutations have been recently reported (21). Although conflicting accounts of β-catenin activation and prognostic outcomes exist, the activated β-catenin (deletion mutation) models described herein align with poor prognostic outcome (22–28). Integration and comparison with a human HCC cohort shows passaged AKT/CAT and MET/CAT models are associated with the poor prognosis subgroup (subtype A; ref. 20). Classification using a panel (18) of hepatocyte and hepatic progenitor markers derived from human HCC prognostic signatures stratify primary AKT/CAT tumor as mature hepatocyte-like HCC with fair prognosis contrasted to MET/CAT and serial-passaged AKT/CAT as hepatocyte progenitor-like HCCs with poor prognosis.

Although histopathology and molecular analysis classify primary AKT/CAT tumors as adenoma, AKT/CAT tumor growth more resembles MET/CAT carcinoma and is much more penetrant and aggressive than the previously reported MET/dominant-negative HNF1α adenoma model (11). This is consistent with the increased risk of malignant transformation observed in the activated β-catenin subtype of human HCA (17). Given that progression from adenoma to carcinoma is rarely observed during human HCC development and mouse AKT/CAT adenoma progresses to carcinoma, the transient mouse adenoma intermediate is likely a fortunate consequence perhaps reflecting a temporal extension in carcinoma development. The lack of an equivalent preneoplastic microenvironmental cue, such as fibrosis/cirrhosis, may contribute to this difference between mouse and human HCC development. Therefore, the primary AKT/CAT tumorigenesis model provides a useful bioassay for assaying host-mediated contributions to this malignant progression in the context of lipogenesis (hepatosteatosis).

The collaboration of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR and Wnt/β-catenin pathways in clear cell and HCC is supported by several lines of evidence. The PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway is one of the most commonly utilized tumor signaling pathways able to stimulate proliferation, inhibit apoptosis, and drive anaerobic glycolysis (29, 30). Expression of constitutively activated AKT in liver has been shown to lead to excessive glucose utilization, lipogenesis, and hyperplasia but not malignancy (6). Liver-specific PTEN knockout results in AKT activation and produces very similar pathology including hepatomegaly, steatosis, and steatohepatitis (7). PTEN knockouts can progress to HCC at 66% to 83% penetrance but required 44 to 78 weeks and produce tumors that are very similar to human nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH; ref. 31). The CAT gene is the most commonly mutated locus associated with HCC and adenoma that is predisposed to malignancy (32). Wnt/β-catenin signaling is activated in clear cell renal, endometrial, and ovarian cancers and can collaborate with the PTEN/AKT pathway in modeling mouse clear cell ovarian endometrioid tumors (33, 34). Liver-specific expression of activated β-catenin produces hepatomegaly but not malignancy by itself. It has been shown to collaborate in hepatic tumorigenesis with MET, RAS, and Sprouty 2 utilizing the SB delivery system (35, 36). The resulting novel AKT/CAT model present here produces tumors more rapidly and with a higher penetrance than the existing transgenic models of HCC alone or in the context of hepatosteatosis (37).

Many lines of epidemiologic, clinical, and preclinical data are converging upon the linkage between obesity, inflammation, and oncogenesis. The liver is both an immunologic and metabolic interface where dietary antigens and metabolic byproducts are processed. The liver also displays the greatest sensitivity to obesity-linked cancer. The other types of cancers being linked to obesity include the clear cell subtypes of RCC (renal cell carcinoma) and ovarian cancer (38, 39). The molecular pathologic consequences of obesity in liver are steatosis and inflammation. Recently, the ability of obesity to promote tumorigenesis has been molecularly linked to pathways mediated by inflammatory cytokines (40). The steatotic liver tumor model presented here is applicable to existing transgenic immunodefined hosts, reproducible, rapid, displays malignant progression, and provides intrinsic molecular markers of early tumorigenesis. These attributes will accelerate our understanding of this linkage and perhaps suggest avenues of intervention into this form of liver cancer, as well as clear cell renal and epithelial-ovarian carcinomas.
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